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The truth is, the science of Nature has been already too long
made only a work of the brain and the fancy: It is now high
time that it should return to the plainness and soundness of
observations on material and obvious things.

Robert Hooke (1635–1703)

Micrographia, 1665
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Transcription Conventions

I. Temporal and sequential
relationships

Overlapping or simultaneous talk is indicated in a variety of
ways.
[ Separate left square brackets, one above the other on two successive

lines with

[ utterances by different speakers, indicate a point of overlap onset,
whether at the start of an utterance or later.

] Separate right square brackets, one above the other on two successive
lines with

]
utterances by different speakers, indicate a point at which two
overlapping utterances both end or where one ends while the other
continues, or simultaneous moments in overlaps which continue.

=

Equal signs ordinarily come in pairs, one at the end of a line, and another
at the start of the next line or one shortly thereafter. They are used to
indicate two things:
(1) If the two lines connected by the equal signs are by the same speaker,
then there was a single, continuous utterance with no break or pause,
which was broken up in order to accommodate the placement of
overlapping talk.
(2) If the lines connected by two equal signs are by different speakers,
then the second followed the first with no discernible silence between
them, or was “latched” to it.

(0.5)
Numbers in parentheses indicate silence, represented in tenths of a
second; what is given here in the left margin indicates 0.5 seconds of
silence. Silences may be marked either within an utterance or between
utterances.

(.)
A dot in parentheses indicates a “micropause”, hearable, but not readily
measur- able without instrumentation; ordinarily less than 0.2 of a
second.

II. Aspects of speech delivery,
including aspects of intonation

.
?

The punctuation marks are not used grammatically, but to indicate
intonation. The period indicates a falling, or final, intonation contour,



,
¿

not necessarily the end of a sentence. Similarly, a question mark
indicates rising intonation, not necessarily a question, and a comma
indicates “continuing” intonation, not necessarily a clause boundary.
The inverted question mark is used to indicate a rise stronger than a
comma but weaker than a question mark.

::

Colons are used to indicate the prolongation or stretching of the sound
just preceding them. The more colons, the longer the stretching. On the
other hand, graphically stretching a word on the page by inserting blank
spaces between the letters does not necessarily indicate how it was
pronounced; it is used to allow alignment with overlapping talk.

- A hyphen after a word or part of a word indicates a cut-off or self-
interruption, often done with a glottal or dental stop.

word
Underlining is used to indicate some form of stress or emphasis, by
either increased loudness or higher pitch. The more underlining, the
greater the emphasis.

word
Therefore, underlining sometimes is placed under the first letter or two
of a word, rather than under the letters which are actually raised in
pitch or volume.

WOrd
Especially loud talk may be indicated by upper case; again, the louder,
the more letters in upper case. And in extreme cases, upper case may
be underlined.

° The degree sign indicates that the talk following it is markedly quiet or
soft.

°word° When there are two degree signs, the talk between them is markedly
softer than the talk around it.

–:

Combinations of underlining and colons are used to indicate intonation
contours:
If the letter(s) preceding a colon is (are) underlined, then there is an
“inflected” falling intonation contour on the vowel (you can hear the
pitch turn downward).

: If a colon is itself underlined, then there is an inflected rising intonation
contour.

↑ or ^
↓

The up and down arrows mark sharper rises or falls in pitch than would
be indicated by combinations of colons and underlining, or they may
mark a whole shift, or resetting, of the pitch register at which the talk is
being produced.

> <
< >

The combination of “more than” and “less than” symbols indicates that
the talk between them is compressed or rushed. Used in the reverse
order, they can indicate that a stretch of talk is markedly slowed or
drawn out. The “less than” symbol by itself indicates that the
immediately following talk is “jump-started”, i.e. sounds like it starts
with a rush.

hhh
(hh)

Hearable aspiration is shown where it occurs in the talk by the letter h –
the more h’s, the more aspiration. The aspiration may represent



°hh
°hh

breathing, laughter, etc. If it occurs inside the boundaries of a word, it
may be enclosed in parentheses in order to set it apart from the sounds
of the word. If the aspiration is an inhalation, it is shown with a dot
before it (usually a raised dot) or a raised degree symbol.

III. Other markings
(( ))

Double parentheses are used to mark the transcriber’s descriptions of
events, rather than representations of them: ((cough)), ((sniff )),
((telephone rings)), ((footsteps)), ((whispered)), ((pause)), and the like.

(word)
When all or part of an utterance is in parentheses, or the speaker
identification is, this indicates uncertainty on the transcriber’s part, but
represents a likely possibility.

( ) Empty parentheses indicate that something is being said, but no hearing
(or, in some cases, speaker identification) can be achieved.



1

Talk

Talk is at the heart of human social life. It is through talk
that we engage with one another in a distinctively human
way and, in doing so, create what Erving Goffman (1957)
once described as a “communion of reciprocally sustained
involvement.” We use talk to argue, to complain, to woo, to
plead, to commemorate, to denigrate, to justify, to entertain
and so on. Clearly, if we didn’t talk we would not have the
lives we do.

This book offers an introduction to “conversation analysis”
(CA): an approach within the social sciences that aims to
describe, analyze and understand talk as a basic and
constitutive feature of human social life. CA is a well-
developed tradition with a distinctive set of methods and
analytic procedures as well as a large body of established
findings. In this book I aim to introduce this tradition by
guiding readers through a series of topics including turn-
taking, action formation, sequence organization and so on.
In this introductory chapter I attempt to give some of the
flavor of the approach by examining a few fragments of
conversation, sketching out in broad brush strokes some
basic ways in which they are organized. My goal is
essentially twofold. First, and most importantly, I hope to
convey at least some of the immediacy of conversation
analysis – the fact that what is most important for
conversation analysis is not the theories it produces or even
the methods it employs but rather the work of grappling
with some small bit of the world in order to get an analytic
handle on how it works. Secondly, I want to make a point



about the way that conversational practices fit together in
highly intricate ways. In the interests of clarity I have
divided this book into chapters each of which focuses on
some particular domain of conversational organization. In
point of fact, of course, these different domains of
organization are fundamentally interconnected. This
interconnectedness creates something of a problem for a
book like this one. It means that if we start off talking about
the way turns at talk are distributed we soon find it
necessary to make reference to the ways in which troubles
can be fixed and this then requires some discussion of the
way sequences of actions hang together. As Schegloff
(2005: 472) suggests, it seems as though one can’t do
anything unless one knows everything! Where then to
begin? We have to start somewhere and since the book in
its entirety is an attempt to come to terms with the
interconnectedness of practices in talk-in-interaction, here I
just want to jump into the water. My aim for now, then, is
simply to show that, in conversation as in talk-in-interaction
more generally, one thing truly is connected to a bunch of
other things.

Intersecting Machineries
And so, to that end, here is a bit of conversation. To
understand it, you’ll need to know that Ann and her
husband Jeff had been entertaining two old friends and their
young child. The friends had stayed overnight, for breakfast
and into the early afternoon. After some rather extended
goodbyes, the couple left and Ann and Jeff came back into
the house. The following exchange then occurred:



This short fragment may seem at first glance unremarkable
but, as I hope to show in the following pages, it illustrates
many important features of conversation. It also exemplifies
the principle of interconnectedness that I’ve already alluded
to. Another way to put it is to say that, if we take any bit of
talk, such as that presented in the example above, we find
that it is the product of several “organizations” which
operate concurrently and intersect in the utterance, thereby
giving it a highly specific, indeed unique, character. At this
point, a term like “organizations” may seem a bit obscure,
but what I mean is actually pretty straightforward. Basically
there is an organized set of practices involved in first
getting and, secondly, constructing a turn, another such
organized set of practices involved in producing a sequence
of actions, another set of practices involved in the initiation
and execution of repair and so on. Harvey Sacks who, along
with Emanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson, invented the
approach to social interaction now called “conversation
analysis”, sometimes used the metaphor of machines or
machinery to describe this.

In a way, our aim is . . . to get into a position to transform,
in what I figure is almost a literal, physical sense, our view
of what happened here as some interaction that could be
treated as the thing we’re studying, to interactions being
spewed out by machinery, the machinery being what
we’re trying to find; where, in order to find it we’ve got to
get a whole bunch of its products. (Sacks 1995, v. 2:169)

The machinery metaphor is quite revealing. What we get
from it is a picture of speakers and hearers more or less
totally caught up in and by the socially organized activities
in which they are engaged. This is a highly decentralized or
distributed view of human action that places the emphasis
not on the internal cognitive representations of individuals
or on their “external” attributes (doctor, woman, etc.) but



on the structures of activity within which they are
embedded.

It will be useful to keep this metaphor of machineries in
mind as we move into the analyses of this chapter. Our
inclination as ordinary members of society and as language
users is to think of talk in a much more individualistic,
indeed, atomistic way. Here’s a fairly pervasive view of the
way that talk works: The words that I produce express
thoughts which exist inside my mind or brain. These
thoughts-put-into-words are sent, via speech, to a hearer
who uses the words to reconstruct the original thoughts.
Those thoughts or ideas are thus transferred, by means of
language, from a speaker to a hearer. Although this is not
the place to discuss this commonplace view of language and
communication I mention it here so as to draw a contrast
with the view Sacks proposes when he speaks of
“machineries”.1

If we think about this little fragment in these terms, that is,
as the product of multiple, simultaneously operative and
relevant organizations of practice, or “machineries” for
short, we can get a lot of analytic leverage on what may at
first seem somewhat opaque.

Let’s start by noting that there is an organization relating
to occasions or encounters taken as wholes. For a given
occasion, there are specific places within it at which point
particular actions are relevantly done. An obvious example
is that greetings are properly done at the beginning of an
encounter rather than at its conclusion. Similarly,
introductions between participants who do not know one
another are relevant at the outset of an exchange. If I meet
a friend on the street and do not fairly immediately
introduce her to the person with whom I’m walking, I may
well apologize for this – saying something like “Oh, I’m so
sorry this is Jeff” – where the apology is specifically
responsive to the fact that the introduction has not been



done earlier. When an action is done outside of its proper
place in conversation it is typically marked as such (with
“misplacement markers” like “by the way . . .” and so on).
Now I think most people will agree that one of the things
people regularly do when their guests leave is to discuss
“how it went”. Notice then that Ann’s utterance can be
heard as initiating just such a discussion. It does this by
making a first move in such a discussion, specifically by
positively evaluating or assessing the event. Of course, an
utterance like this not only assesses (or evaluates) what has
just taken place; it also, in doing so, marks its completion.
This utterance does that in part by explicitly characterizing
the event as past with “was”. So, to begin with, we can see
this utterance as coming in a particular place within the
overall structural organization of an occasion – at its
completion.

Let’s now consider this fragment in terms of turns-at-talk.
This first thing to notice is that there is something about
“That was fun” that makes it recognizable as a possibly
complete turn, whereas the same is not true for “that was”,
or “that”, or “that was fu” etc. In English, turns can be
constructed out of a sharply restricted set of grammatically
defined units – words, phrases, clauses and sentences. In
the example we are looking at the turn is composed of just
one such “sentential” unit (even with “ish” added) but in
other examples we will see turns composed of multiple
units. In characterizing the turn as “possibly” complete we
are not hedging our bets but rather attempting to describe
the talk from the point of view of the participants. Jeff may
anticipate that the turn will end with “fun” but he can’t be
sure that it will; as it turns out this is both a possible
completion and the actual completion of the turn, but as
we’ll see it’s quite possible to have a possible completion
which is not the actual completion (indeed, the addition of “-



ish” here extends the turn, retrospectively casting the turn
as not complete at the end of “fun”).

Now, the possible completion of a turn makes transition to
a next speaker relevant in a way it is not during the course
of that unit’s production. So we call such places “transition
relevance places” and we’ll see, in chapter 3, that speaker
transition is organized by reference to such places. The
point is, of course, that when Ann finishes her utterance –
“That was fun” – she may relevantly expect Jeff to say
something by virtue of the way turn-taking in conversation
is organized. So we have two more organizations – the
organized sets of practices involved in both the construction
and the distribution of turns – implicated in the production
of this fragment of conversation.

We noticed that the completion of “That was fun” is a
place for Jeff to speak. If he had spoken there what might he
have said? Although the range of things that Jeff could have
said is surely infinite, some things are obviously more
relevant and hence more likely than others. One obvious
possibility is “yeah, it was” or just “yeah”. Either such
utterance would be a “response” to “That was fun” and
would show itself to be a response by virtue of its
composition. A response like this would then give us a
paired set of actions – two utterances tied together in an
essential way as first action and its response. In chapter 4
we will see that actions are typically organized into
sequences of action and that the most basic such sequence
is one composed of just two utterances – a first pair part
and a second pair part – which form together an “adjacency
pair”. The utterances which compose an adjacency pair are
organized by a relation of “conditional relevance” such that
the occurrence of a first member of the pair makes the
second relevant, so that if it is not produced it may be
found, by the participants, to be missing (where any number



of things did not happen but were nevertheless not
“missing” in the same way).

“Yeah, it was” is more than just a response; it is a specific
kind of response: an agreement. We will see that responses
to assessments and other sequence-initiating actions (what
we will call “first pair parts” like questions, requests,
invitations and so on) can be divided into preferred and
dispreferred types. We must postpone a detailed discussion
of this issue until later (chapter 5). For now I will simply
assert that, after an assessment such as “that was fun,”
agreement is the preferred response. Any other kind of
response in this context may be understood, by the
participants, not just for what it is but for what it is not, that
is, as something specifically alternative to agreement with
the initial assessment. Where agreement is relevant, a kind
of “with me or against me” principle operates such that
anything other than agreement is tantamount to
disagreement. We will see that even delay in responding to
an assessment like “That was fun” can suggest that what is
being withheld – what is not being said – is disagreement.

In fact, this example provides some evidence for that
claim. So here, when Ann’s assessment meets first with
delay and subsequently with “mm”, Ann is prompted to
modify her original assessment to make it easier for Jeff to
agree with if, indeed, he did not agree with its original
formulation. So the organization of assessment sequences
and the general patterns of preference can tip Ann off here.
From Jeff’s delay in responding and from the character of
the response he eventually does produce, Ann can infer that
he does not agree with her original assessment. She can
then modify it in such a way that disagreement is avoided.
So we have two more organizations implicated in this
fragment of talk – the organization of actions (like
assessments and agreements) into sequences and the
general patterns of preference (here for agreement).



Ann has produced an utterance, and brought it to
completion. Jeff’s response is delayed and when it is
eventually produced it is noncommittal: does Jeff agree or
not with the assessment “That was fun”? At this point Ann
does not produce an entirely new utterance; rather she
modifies what she has already said. As noted already, this
appears to be prompted by a lack of appropriate uptake by
Jeff. We can see this addition of “-ish” to Ann’s utterance as
a form of self-repair. With this she not only modifies what
she has said, she responds to problems with her original
utterance which Jeff’s delay in responding implies. As we will
see in chapter 7, there is a preference in conversation for
troubles, problems of speaking, errors and so on to be fixed
or remedied by the speaker of the trouble rather some other
participant. In this example we see that, though Jeff does
not fully agree with the assessment “fun” and might
perhaps be more willing to describe the visit as “fun-ish”, he
does not correct Ann. Rather, he delays his response, and in
this way allows Ann a chance to repair, modify or correct her
own talk. There is another way in which repair is involved
here. One of the things a turn’s recipient can always do at
the possible completion of some bit of talk addressed to
them is to initiate repair with something like “what?” or “it
was what?” or “that was what?” or, again, “that was fun?”
or “that was fun?” etc. Because this is an ever-present
possibility, the fact that it is not done can be taken to imply
that the talk was understood. So by the fact that Jeff does
not initiate repair of Ann’s turn, Ann may infer that Jeff
(believes he) understood what she has said and that a lack
of understanding therefore does not explain his delay in
responding. So we have another organization of practices –
the organization of repair – implicated in this short fragment
of conversation.

Although there is much more we could say about this
fragment the larger point should by now be clear: Any



utterance can be seen as the unique product of a number of
intersecting machineries or organizations of practice. This is
an alternative then to the common-sense, “individualist”
view, that sees the utterance as the product of a single,
isolated individual speaker. It is also an alternative to the
“externalist” view which sees the utterance as the product
of intersecting, external forces such as the speaker’s (or the
recipient’s) gender, ethnic background, age, class or
whatever else.

So far we have seen that this exchange involves practices
for taking and constructing turns, building sequences of
actions, repairing troubles and for speaking in ways fitted to
the occasion. There is one more organization of practices
that should be mentioned here – those involved in selecting
the particular words used to construct the turn. Now you
might think that people don’t select words at all; they just
use the words that are appropriate for what they are talking
about – they simply “call a spade a spade”. The problem
with this view is that for anything that one talks about,
multiple ways are available to describe or refer to it. We can
ask, for instance, why Ann says “that” in “that was fun”
instead of “Having Evan, Jenny and Reg” or “The last
twenty-four hours” or whatever else. This brings us to a
central principle of conversation which Sacks and his
colleagues termed “recipient design”: “the multitude of
respects in which the talk by a party in a conversation is
constructed or designed in ways which display an
orientation and sensitivity to the particular other(s) who are
the co-participants” (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974:
727). This is an obvious yet absolutely crucial point, that
speakers design their talk in such a way as to make it
appropriate and relevant for the persons they are
addressing. Recipient design encompasses a vast range of
phenomena – everything from the banal fact that a speaker
will increase the volume of her talk to address a recipient at


